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Ajit Singh was educated at Millfield School and Cambridge University in England, and did his post-graduate studies
at the Harvard Business School, U.S.A. He resides at Mumbai, India, and frequently travels around the world.
Ajit Singh is Chairman of ACG Worldwide, the Associated Capsules Group of Companies in Bombay. Jointly with
his brother, Jasjit Singh and his nephew, Karan Singh, and backed by a dedicated team, he rapidly built up their
pharmaceutical ancillaries, packaging films and machinery business, currently employing over 4000 people.
His group is Asia’s largest capsules and related machinery and packaging manufacturing enterprise and the second
largest manufacturer of capsules in the world. Additionally the ACG Group is No.1 in the world in five other products.
They export about 50% of their entire production to over a 100 countries.
As part of his non-pharma activity, he served for many years on the Central Governing Council of the Indian Institutes
of Technology (IITs), and also on the Board of Governors of the National Institute of Training in Industrial Engineering
(NITIE). Both appointments made by the President of India.
Besides 14 factories in India (13 in Maharashtra), ACG also has a plant in the E.U. and plants under construction in
Brazil and Thailand. Also Warehouses and Offices worldwide.
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The Capsules Group has earned International acknowledgment and awards for pioneering development of technology,
for innovative management techniques and for employee and community welfare. The President of India and the
Maharashtra Government have given them Awards for outstanding help to the physically handicapped. The UNIDO
have given them an Award for Research and Training in the field of Pharmaceutical Technology.
Ajit Singh has played a prominent role in the development of the Pharmaceutical and Allied Industry in India. He has
served on the Managing Committees of the major Pharmaceutical Associations in India and was a Vice President and
Chairman of several Committees of the Organisation of Pharmaceutical Producers of India (OPPI).
He also has served as an Executive Committee Member of the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce &
Industry (FICCI) and Regional Council Member of the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), Western Region and
currently heads the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry [FICC] Taskforce on Nutraceuticals.
Ajit Singh was a founder member of the Young Presidents’ Organization – India Chapter and as the first person from
India also served for many years on the International Board of the Graduate Organization, the World Presidents’
Organization (WPO), U.S.A.

